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💦Melting💦 
 
Flynn was up to more shenanigans in Turkey than
previously known 
 
Rumor haz it:”Flynn went to work for Erdogan only after
the St. Petersburg summit in Aug 2016 btw Putin/Erdogan.
 
That mtg signaled ++ paradigm shift One of results was
RIS offering Flynn to Erdogan.”
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💦Melting2💦 

 

Epstein Paid $350,000 to Tamper With Witnesses, 

federal prosecutors aim to deny bail for Epstein 

 

Epstein Taught at Dalton. His Behavior Was Noticed. 

Some students recall that Epstein, was willing to violate norms in his encounters with

girls.

💦Melting3💦 

 

New victims come forward as Epstein asks to be released from jail to his Manhattan

mansion 

 

SDNY’s inv’n of Trump Org is wrapping up & prosecutors aren’t expected to charge

any Trump Org execs in the probe related to Cohen’s hush money payments.
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💦Melting4💦 

 

Facebook to be slapped with $5 billion fine for privacy lapses, say reports 

 

The FTC began probing Facebook in March 2018 following reports that political

consulting firm Cambridge Analytica had improperly accessed the data of 87 million

Facebook users.

💦Melting5💦 
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Johnson & Johnson faces U.S. criminal probe related to baby powder 

 

Johnson & Johnson knew for decades that small amounts of asbestos, a known

carcinogen, had been occasionally found in its talc & powder products, according to

tests from the 1970s to the early 2000s

💦Melting6💦 

 

Acting LaborSec Pizzella lobbied for RU-connected front group, worked with Jack

Abramoff 

 

There were once 200 AF airmen at a radar site in remote AK. Now, there are four

civilians keeping watch.  

 

Acosta resigns amid pres sure over han dling of Ep stein case
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💦Melting7💦 

 

Pizzella worked closely with Jack Abramoff to lobby for policies for the Mariana

Islands that essentially allowed for unchecked slave labor to be performed with the

imprimatur of the “Made in the U.S.A.” label on goods and clothing

💦Melting8💦 

 

Trump again considering replacing intel chief Dan Coats w/ Fred Fleitz, Bolton’s

former deputy & a former CIA analyst best known for his assoc with a far-right, anti-

Muslim, conspiracy theorist think tank.🙄 

 

House Votes to Check Trump’s Authority to Strike Iran
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💦Melting9💦 

 

Epstein had been recruiting in other countries. I’m sure there will be more info

coming out not only about his operation, but there were a lot of employees & other

people, big people who, if they weren’t involved in the op, they knew about the

operation.”

💦Melting10💦 

 

“R. Kelly” Charged with Racketeering, Including Predicate Acts of Coercing and

Transporting Minor Girls to Engage in Sex 

Charged Conduct Occurred Over the Course of Two Decades in New York,

Connecticut, Illinois & California 

 

10 Senate seats likely to flip in 2020
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💦Melting11💦 

 

Mueller will testify July 24 at 8:30 am, before House Judiciary, Intelligence panels 

 

Judge tells Flynn you sold your country out. 12/18/18 

 

Surveillance video captures explosion at a NC KFC that reduces fast-food restaurant

to rubble
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💦Melting12💦 

 

Sweden has decided not to sign the UN treaty on nuclear arms, calling it problematic

& unrealistic. 

FM Margot said the country will remain a “strong voice” against the proliferation of

nuclear weapons. 

 

Trump Says He’s Carrying Out Immigration Raids Starting Sunday

💦Melting13💦 

 

U.K. in Talks With U.S. to Boost Protection for Gulf Shipping 

 

Britain raises threat level for region to highest possibles 

 

Allies concerned about Iranian efforts to disrupt shipping 

 

House passes massive annual defense spending bill
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💦Melting14💦 

 

Palm Beach County Resident Charged with Export Control Violations for Illegally

Exporting Hundreds of Parts for AR-15 Assault Rifles 

 

US government is running out of money faster than expected, Mnuchin warns  

 

📌Simple fix: Repeal the tax cut for the wealthy.
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💦Melting15💦 

 

CBC lawmakers rip JusticeDems for targeting black lawmakers for primaries 

 

JusticeDems are all abt sowing tension, division & discord, while teeing up classic

GOP talking points to tarnish all DEMs.  

 

Then JDs play the race card against Pelosi—get it? Chekism 101

💦Melting17💦 

 

CA Utilities Get $21 Billion Backstop in Win for Newsom 

 

‘This wasn’t just a briefing’: Pompeo grilled CIA analysts on RU findings 

 

A Mike Pompeo-led CIA review in 2017 found no wrongdoing in how the agency

concluded that Russia wanted to helpTrump in 2016.
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💦Melting18💦 

 

Colombian National Pleads Guilty to Operating an Int’l Fentanyl Trafficking Org from

a Canadian Prison 

 

What is the Russian S-400 air defense system, and why is the U.S. upset Turkey

bought it? 

 

Erasing Obamacare Could Undermine Trump’s Own Health Initiatives
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💦Melting19💦 

 

Epstein Had His Own Lodge at Interlochen’s Prestigious Arts Camp for Kids 

 

Epstein Entered Partnership Worth Millions With Ehud Barak in 2015 

Epstein bankrolled a considerable part of Barak's investment in a startup called

Reporty Homeland Security

💦Melting20💦 

 

Epstein allegedly hired PIs & engaged in a campaign of intimidation against accusers

in FL 

 

D.C. AG issues subpoenas to NRA, its charitable foundation 

 

Joaquín García, La Luz del Mundo mega-church leader, charged with human
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trafficking and child rape charges

💦Melting21💦 

 

A US Coast Guard crew dramatically boarded a self-propelled semi-submersible

vessel suspected to be smuggling drugs. 

 

The raid was part of a series of drug seizure ops in the Eastern Pacific Ocean which

has captured 39,000lb (18,000kg) of cocaine in total

💦Melting22💦 

 

The newly-released notes provide added details about a dispute that revealed that

prosecutors had dropped plans to call Flynn as a key witness at a looming trial of his

ex-biz partner, Bijan Rafiekian. 

 

Epstein Was a Sex Offender. The Powerful Welcomed Him Anyway.
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💦Melting23💦 

 

J S th K f il t d di t ith f t ti
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Japan, South Korea fail to mend dispute with frosty meeting 

 

New Zealand gun owners turn over their weapons for money 

 

Kismayo attack: At least 26 dead as gunmen storm Somali hotel 

 

New Mexico AGs office said it was investigating charges against Epstein

💦Melting24💦  

 

Bannon/Trump’s goal is to exploit the Far R’s FEAR of immigrants & exploit the

Left’s EMPATHY for same & in so doing polarize & weaponize the narratives to incite

inflammatory conflict & chaos. 

 

Immigration their cudgel to compromise WLD. #CultureWar
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‘This wasn’t just a briefing’: Pompeo grilled CIA analysts on Russia findings 

 

A Mike Pompeo-led CIA review in 2017 found no wrongdoing in how the agency

concluded that Russia wanted to help Donald Trump in 2016. 

‘This wasn’t just a briefing’: Pompeo grilled CIA analysts on Russia fin…
The DOJ is now reviewing those same findings after Mike Pompeo found no
wrongdoing in how the agency concluded Russia wanted to help Trump in 2016.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/12/pompeo-cia-russia-findings-1409190

Report to Congress on Hypersonic Weapons 

Report to Congress on Hypersonic Weapons - USNI News
The following is the July 11, 2019 Congressional Research Service report,
Hypersonic Weapons: Background and Issues for Congress. From the report The
United States has actively pursued the developmen…

https://news.usni.org/2019/07/12/report-to-congress-on-hypersonic-weapons

US govt believes Michael Flynn was doing more work for Turkey than previously

known 
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US govt believes Michael Flynn was doing more work for Turkey than …
A court hearing on Friday revealed that US authorities have previously unknown
information about former national security adviser Michael Flynn doing secret work
for the Turkish government "because o…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/12/politics/michael-flynn-turkey/index.html

💰Qatar Blockade & Kush’s 666 bailout.  

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Qatar Blockade & Kush’s 666 bailout.  
 
The troubling overlap between Jared Kushner's business 
interests and US foreign policy

228 11:18 PM - Jul 12, 2019

195 people are talking about this

💰Qatar - Russia/Rosnef - Qatari Sovereign Wealth Fund & TeamTrump  

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Qatar - Russia/Rosnef - Qatari Sovereign Wealth Fund & 
TeamTrump  
 
Quick overview of some  intersections.

55 10:01 PM - Jul 12, 2019

51 people are talking about this

FlynnTurkey  

 

“Flynn went to work for Erdogan only after the St. Petersburg summit in early Aug

2016 btw Putin and Erdogan.  
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That mtg signaled paradigm shift in lots of areas. One of results was RIS offering

Flynn to Erdogan.” 

Germán de la Roche
@DraculaHadGout

Stay on target  #FlynnTurkey is a branch of #TrumpRussia.  
Flynn went to work for Erdogan only after the St. Petersburg 
summit in early Aug 2016 btw Putin and Erdogan.  
 
That mtg signaled paradigm shift in lots of areas. One of results 
was RIS offering Flynn to Erdogan.

83 4:20 PM - Dec 1, 2017

47 people are talking about this

Jeffrey Epstein Taught at Dalton. His Behavior Was Noticed. 

Some students at the esteemed Manhattan prep school recall that Mr. Epstein, now

charged with sex trafficking, was willing to violate norms in his encounters with girls. 

Jeffrey Epstein Taught at Dalton. His Behavior Was Noticed.
Some students at the esteemed Manhattan prep school recall that Mr. Epstein, now
charged with sex trafficking, was willing to violate norms in his encounters with
girls.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/12/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-dalton-teacher.html

Facebook to be slapped with $5 billion fine for privacy lapses, say reports 

 

The FTC began probing Facebook in March 2018 following reports that political

consulting firm Cambridge Analytica had improperly accessed the data of 87 million

Facebook users 

Facebook to be slapped with $5 billion fine for privacy lapses, say rep…
The Federal Trade Commission announced a settlement with Facebook over the
company's 2018 Cambridge Analytica scandal.
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https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/12/ftc-fines-facebook-5-billion-for-privacy-lapses.html

🏵Epstein🏵 

 

Call Paul's Boutique
@modernhomesla

Following Epstein’s arrest, 
spotlight shifts 2 *financier’s  
longtime *associate who is 
tight w MOSSAD#GhislaineMaxwell  
 
British socialite,  
recruited young women 4 #Epstein  
+ training them 4 sex! 
 
Yuk.#TransnationalOrganizedCrime#HumanTraffickingwsj.com/a
rticles/follo…

15 11:13 PM - Jul 12, 2019

21 people are talking about this

Epstein Had His Own Lodge at Interlochen’s Prestigious Arts Camp for Kids 

Epstein Had His Own Lodge at Interlochen’s Prestigious Arts Camp for…
Epstein was a big donor at Interlochen, where his cabin was located near the junior
girls camp. The mother of a former student once accused him of trying to groom
her 13-year-old.
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-had-his-own-lodge-at-interlochens-presti…

J &J faces U.S. criminal probe related to baby powder 

 

Johnson & Johnson knew for decades that small amounts of asbestos, a known

carcinogen, had been occasionally found in its talc and powder products, according to

tests from the 1970s to the early 2000s 

 

J&J faces U.S. criminal probe related to baby powder - Bloomberg
The U.S. Justice Department is pursuing a criminal probe into whether Johnson &
Johnson lied about potential cancer risks of its talcum powder and has convened a
grand jury in Washington, Bloomberg r…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-johnson-johnson-talc-probe-idUSKCN1U726J

💰Epstein Follow the Money💰 

 

File511 - HQ
@File511

I’m only going to do this once - if you are really going to do a full 
on deep dive of Epstein  
Follow. 
The. 
Money & Lawsuits  
 
Molyneux v. Epstein (3:10-cv-00034) 
Case was dismissed but it went from $350K to a settlement of 
$1.2M  
I would urge actual reporters to pay attention

113 2:22 AM - Jul 13, 2019
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US government is running out of money faster than expected, Mnuchin warns  
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Simple fix: Repeal the tax cut for the wealthy. 

US government is running out of money faster than expected, Mnuchi…
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin on Friday issued a warning Friday that the US
government is at risk of running out of cash sooner than expected.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/12/politics/mnuchin-congress-letter-debt-crisis/index.html

JusticesDems = Freedom Caucus 

K. Louise Neufeld
@ninaandtito

"Freedom Caucus"   "Justice Democrats"  
Extremists, co-opting classical American words/ideals to drive 
people to the tips of the political horseshoe.  
Two sides of the same divisive coin. 
Let's discuss.

722 1:09 AM - Feb 26, 2019
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Epstein Paid $350,000 to Tamper With Witnesses, Prosecutors Say 

The accusations were made by federal prosecutors who want to deny bail for Mr.

Epstein, the financier facing sex-trafficking charges. 

Epstein Paid $350,000 to Possible Witnesses Against Him, Prosecutor…
Federal prosecutors made the allegations in an effort to have bail denied for Mr.
Epstein, the financier facing sex-trafficking charges.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/12/nyregion/epstein-witness-tampering.html

SDNY’s investigation of Trump Org appears to be wrapping up and prosecutors aren’t

expected to charge any Trump Org executives in the probe that stemmed from their

case against Michael Cohen re hush money payments.  
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Prosecutors unlikely to charge Trump Org executives, sources say
A federal investigation into whether Trump Organization executives violated
campaign-finance laws appears to be wrapping up without charges being filed,
according to people familiar with the matter. …

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/12/politics/trump-organization-federal-prosecutors/index.…

Jeffrey Epstein Was a Sex Offender. The Powerful Welcomed Him Anyway.  

 

via @NYTimes 

 

Jeffrey Epstein Was a Sex Offender. The Powerful Welcomed Him Any…
Mr. Epstein served time a decade ago. When he returned to New York, he staged a
comeback campaign among the elite.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/13/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-new-york-elite.html?smid…

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Bannon’s Strategy to Propel the Far Right’s (TOC*) 
Authoritarian Agenda Harnesses the Effective Manipulation of 
Far Right & Far Left movements/organizations to destroy 
Western Liberal Democracy. 
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*Transnational Organized Criminals
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Incoming acting Labor Secretary Patrick Pizzella under scrutiny for work with

disgraced lobbyist Jack Abramoff 

Incoming acting Labor Secretary Patrick Pizzella under scrutiny for wo…
Incoming acting Labor Secretary Patrick Pizzella will take the helm of the
department after the resignation Friday of Alex Acosta, who faced scrutiny over his
role in prosecuting alleged sex traffick…

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/12/acosta-replacement-pizzella-faces-scrutiny-for-work…

The newly-released notes provide added details about a dispute that spilled into

public view after it was revealed that prosecutors had dropped plans to call Flynn as a

key witness at a looming trial of his ex-business partner, Bijan Rafiekian. 

'You are asking my client to lie': Flynn lawyers fought with prosecutor
'No one is asking your client to lie,' ex-Mueller prosecutor Brandon Van Grack shot
back, the documents recount. 'Be careful about what you say.'

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/11/flynn-lawyers-fought-prosecutor-1411495

Obama’s Pentagon Chief Backs Trump Limits on Working With Huawei 

 

‘We need to protect our companies and our friends’: Ash Carter 

 

Carter also says Trump shouldn’t have met with Kim Jong Un 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-09/obama-s-pentagon-chief-

backs-restrictions-on-working-with-huawei

CBC lawmakers rip Justice Democrats for targeting black lawmakers for primaries  
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JusticeDems are all about sowing tension, division & discord, while teeing up classic

GOP talking points with which to tar all Democrats. Chekism 101. 

CBC lawmakers rip Justice Democrats for targeting black lawmakers f…
Congressional Black Caucus members are furious at Justice Democrats, accusing
the outside progressive group aligned with firebrand Rep.

https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/452701-cbc-members-accuse-aoc-linked-justi…

Trump again considering replacing intelligence chief Dan Coats 

Trump again considering replacing intelligence chief Dan Coats
President Donald Trump has discussed with advisers over the past few days the
possibility of replacing Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats, sources familiar
with the discussion said.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/12/politics/trump-replace-dan-coats-director-of-national-i…

Jeffrey Epstein allegedly hired private investigators and engaged in a campaign of

intimidation against accusers in Florida 

Jeffrey Epstein allegedly hired private investigators to stalk his victims
Not long after a 14-year-old girl reported Jeffery Epstein to authorities in 2005, she
says she received a warning from someone who claimed to be in contact with the
well-connected financier.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/12/us/jeffery-epstein-witness-intimidation/index.html
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Jeffrey Epstein: How the Hedge Fund Mogul Pedophile Got Off Easy 

Jeffrey Epstein: How the Hedge Fund Mogul Pedophile Got Off Easy
The U.S. attorney who oversaw the hedge fund mogul pedophile's prosecution
reveals exclusively to The Daily Beast how Jeffrey Epstein got off with a slap on the
wrist.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-how-the-hedge-fund-mogul-pedophile-g…

Judge tells Flynn you sold your country out. TRANSCRIPT 12/18/18, The Rachel

Maddow Show. 

Judge tells Flynn you sold your country out. TRANSCRIPT 12/18/18, T…
Breaking news and in-depth analysis of the headlines, as well as commentary and
informed perspectives from The Rachel Maddow Show, Morning Joe & more.

http://www.msnbc.com/transcripts/rachel-maddow-show/2018-12-18

President Trump has told confidants he's eager to remove Dan Coats as director of

national intelligence, according to five sources who have discussed the matter directly

with the president. 

Trump tells confidants he's eager to remove Director of National Intelli…
His discussions on the topic have been occurring for months.

https://www.axios.com/donald-trump-remove-dan-coats-director-of-national-intelligenc…

California Utilities Get $21 Billion Backstop in Win for Newsom

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-how-the-hedge-fund-mogul-pedophile-got-off-easy
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California Utilities Get $21 Billion Backstop in Win for Newsom 

 

PG&E wildfire crisis clouded governor’s early months in office 

 

Frenzied effort from team led to broad legislative support 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-12/california-utilities-get-21-

billion-backstop-in-win-for-newsom

Epstein had been recruiting in other countries. I’m sure there will be more info

coming out not only about his operation, but there were a lot of employees & other

people, big people who, if they weren’t involved in the op, they knew about the

operation.” 

Florida reporter drops new bombshell on Epstein while blasting resign…
Following the abrupt resignation of Labor Secretary Alex Acosta on Friday morning
after being dogged by accusations of giving a sweetheart deal to accused child
trafficker Jeffrey Epstein, MSNBC was …

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/07/florida-reporter-drops-new-bombshell-on-epstein-w…

R. Kelly arrested on federal sex crime charges, law enforcement says 

 

Kelly has strongly denied all allegations of sexual abuse, some of which date back to

as early as 1998. 

R. Kelly arrested on federal sex crime charges out of Chicago, New York
New York police detectives and federal investigators arrested R. Kelly, who was
expected to be taken to New York, sources said.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/r-kelly-arrested-federal-sex-crime-charges-la…

Erasing Obamacare Could Undermine Trump’s Own Health Initiatives 

 

Policy experimentation embraced by the administration may disappear along with

the rest of the Affordable Care Act. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-12/california-utilities-get-21-billion-backstop-in-win-for-newsom
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Erasing Obamacare Could Undermine Trump’s Own Health Initiatives
Policy experimentation embraced by the administration may disappear along with
the rest of the Affordable Care Act.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/11/upshot/trump-repeal-obamacare-innovation-auth…

D.C’s attorney general issued subpoenas Friday to the National Rifle Association and

its charitable foundation, putting additional pressure on the embattled gun rights

organization from nonprofit regulators. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/dc-attorney-general-issues-subpoenas-to-nr…

Epstein Entered Partnership Worth Millions With Ehud Barak in 2015 

Epstein bankrolled a considerable part of Barak's investment in a startup called

Reporty Homeland Security 

 

Barak: These are private investments, it wouldn't be proper to expose details 

Jeffrey Epstein was Ehud Barak’s business partner as late as 2015
Former PM's connection to financier accused of sex-trafficking minors becomes an
issue ahead of national elections in September

https://www.timesofisrael.com/jeffrey-epstein-was-ehud-baraks-business-partner-as-lat…

A US Coast Guard crew dramatically boarded a self-propelled semi-submersible

vessel suspected to be smuggling drugs. 

 

The raid was part of a series of drug seizure ops in the Eastern Pacific Ocean which

has captured 39,000lb (18,000kg) of cocaine in total. 
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US Coast Guard raids 'drugs submarine'
A submarine suspected to be carrying drugs is seized by US Coast Guards in the
Eastern Pacific Ocean.

https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-48965005/the-moment-a-us-coast-gua…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿l 

Roxy
@roxydavis99

When @Pinche_Pi was trying to date Mrs Pinche.......  
twitter.com/complex/status…

Complex @Complex
“That’s on life mama.”  
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The Antarctic Report
@AntarcticReport

First chick! They’ve started hatching at the Emperor penguin 
colony on the sea ice outside Dumont D’Urville Station 
#Antarctica, pic Virgil Decourteille @_IPEV
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Christopher W Fisher
@ChristopWFisher

#PAM #PAMFAM @lennoxskyler @ndylan1 @mikes_booh 
@ArleBear  @karolcummins Bears waking up  in the early 
morning! Breakfast? anyone? 
I'm watching  explore.org/snapshots?snap…

16 1:36 PM - Jul 12, 2019

See Christopher W Fisher's other Tweets

Brooks Falls Brown Bears Snapshot taken by ChristopWFishe…
A snapshot from a livecam takeb by user ChristopWFisher on
Explore.org
explore.org
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A retired teacher found some seahorses off Long Beach. Then he built a secret world

for them 
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A retired teacher found some seahorses off Long Beach. Then he built…
Rog Hanson created a secret habitat for seahorses in the coastal waters off Long
Beach. He's come to see them about 1,000 times.

https://www.latimes.com/science/la-sci-col1-seahorse-pacific-california-20190709-html…

Boris Johnson interview.  

 

Start at 30:50 

 

Steven Daly
@Steveplustax

Starts at 30:50. This is how you deal with lying scum--sharp 
elbows & sharper questions. The US political media need to 
cease their self-normalizing gentility, and quit couching 
tyranny/corruption/insanity in twee euphemisms. 
 
Andrew Neil/Boris Johnson youtu.be/R7hdt4w9SpE
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See Steven Daly's other Tweets
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Brilliant Kushner map by @jzikah  
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Jzikah
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Replying to @karolcummins @threadreaderapp

Expose them. I'm going to make a new map based on your 
thread called Kushner Money Crimes. Or maybe - Dollars for 
Diplomacy.  #KushnerMoneyCrimes #Bromance 
#DollarsForDiplomacy
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Rare Film of Monet, Renoir, Rodin and Degas 

Rare Film of Monet, Renoir, Rodin and Degas
Fine art enthusiasts will appreciate these fascinating 100-year-old film clips of four
of the most celebrated artists in history; Claude Monet, Pierre

https://www.chonday.com/16575/moneartist3/
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Friday...
5,221 8:22 AM - Jul 12, 2019

1,873 people are talking about this

Trump axed Iran deal to spite Obama: How the British ambassador called the

President's actions 'diplomatic vandalism' fueled by 'personality reasons' - as revealed

in more explosive cables that have sparked a free speech row while Iran tensions

mount 

Trump axed Iran deal to spite Obama, says British Ambassador
Donald Trump abandoned the Iran nuclear deal as an act of 'diplomatic vandalism'
to spite his predecessor Barack Obama, according to British Ambassador Sir Kim
Darroch.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7244539/Trump-axed-Iran-deal-spite-Obama-…

What We Know About Ghislaine Maxwell, Jeffrey Epstein’s Alleged Madam 

 

Everything We Know About Ghislaine Maxwell, Jeffrey Epstein’s Alleg…
Here’s everything we know about Ghislaine Maxwell, pedophile Jeffrey Epstein’s
alleged madam, who recruited and groomed young women into Epstein’s child sex-
trafficking ring, according to court docum…

https://www.thecut.com/2019/07/ghislaine-maxwell-jeffrey-epstein-alleged-madam.html

Macron announces creation of French space force 
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Macron announces creation of French space force
French President Emmanuel Macron said on Saturday he had approved the
creation of a space command within the French air force to improve the country's

defence capabilities.

https://www.france24.com/en/20190713-macron-france-space-force

Revealed: This Is Palantir’s Top-Secret User Manual for Cops 

Motherboard obtained a Palantir user manual through a public records request, and

it gives unprecedented insight into how the company logs and tracks individuals. 

⚠Caution Source 

Revealed: This Is Palantir’s Top-Secret User Manual for Cops
Motherboard obtained a Palantir user manual through a public records request, and
it gives unprecedented insight into how the company logs and tracks individuals.

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/9kx4z8/revealed-this-is-palantirs-top-secret-user-m…
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Steven Daly
@Steveplustax

Starts at 30:50. This is how you deal with lying scum--sharp 
elbows & sharper questions. The US political media need to 
cease their self-normalizing gentility, and quit couching 
tyranny/corruption/insanity in twee euphemisms. 
 
Andrew Neil/Boris Johnson youtu.be/R7hdt4w9SpE

12 6:45 PM - Jul 13, 2019

See Steven Daly's other Tweets
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Kushner map 

Jzikah
@jzikah

Replying to @karolcummins @threadreaderapp

Expose them. I'm going to make a new map based on your 
thread called Kushner Money Crimes. Or maybe - Dollars for 
Diplomacy.  #KushnerMoneyCrimes #Bromance 
#DollarsForDiplomacy
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @jzikah @shiftypC

0:00

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Thank god it is the weekend! Time to chill and unplug for a bit and prepare ourselves

for the new challenges ahead in the coming week 

 

We are in the rough waters part so stay strapped in and take a break when you feel

you are approaching meltdown mode. 

 

Sleep well.
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🍃#ImogenCunninghamF64🍃 
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#ImogenCunninghamF64  
 
f.64 Group featuring:  
 
Photographer Imogen Cunningham, was born 1883, in Portland, 
Oregon, and died 1976, San Francisco, California.  
 
Magnolia Blossom, 1925 
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#ImogenCunninghamF64
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